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ABSTRACT

The Illamurta Structure is a complex anticlinal structure which

grew whilst Amadeus Basin sedimentation proceeded. Aeromagnetic and

gravity data suggests that the mozement producing the structure resulted

from folding.and thrusting in the Archean basement and diapirism of the

Bitter Springs Formation. There may have been gravity sliding on the

flanks. ofthe diapir.

It.is_postulated that the Illamurta Structure together with three

other similar structures lies on a zone which trends approximately

north-north-west across the basin. The zone probably formed a

topographic high over which thinning of stratigraphic units occurred

and,which effected fades distribution at times throughout the late.

Upper Proterozoic and the Palaeozoic.

By reference to both geology and geophysics this north-north-west

structural trend can be traced to Lake Eyre in South Australia, from

where it continues through the zone of Flinders Range diapirs and south

into the.complex_structural zone in and around Spencer Gulf.

__It is. postulatedthat the zone also continues north-west from the

Amadeus Basin into the Fitzroy Basin, where it is probably parallel

to the Fenton Fault. The Frome Rocks diapir, the Fitzroy lamproites

and the Mount Abbott crypto-volcanic structure are all geological

expressions.of-this_same zone. -The name-Fitzroy-Spencer Gulf Fracture

Zone-is suggested for this important structural feature of the Australian

continent.

INTED1UCTI0N

The .writer. mapped the Illamurta Structure on a scale of 1:46,500 .

as part of a Bureau of Mineral Resources programme in the Amadeus

Basin, central Australia.

The structure is situated in the northern half of the HenhuXY

1:250,000 sheet area, abouls 16 miles east-north-east of Tempe Downs

Homestead and about 90 miles south-west of the town of Alice Springs

(Fig.1).

It lies in the central part of the Amadeus Basin (Ranford,



et.21" 1966), where_there are_between 12.000 and 30,000 feet of

Upper Proterozoic ._and Palaeozoic sediments.^The oldest unit

exposed is the Upper. ProterozoicBitter. Springs Formation. The

youngest unit exposed. (excluding. _thin superficial Tertiary and

Quaternary), is the Devonian-Carboniferous Pertnjara Formation.

The stratigraphy of the Illamurta Structure is basically that

established by Prichard and Quinlan (1962) from the northern margin

of the Amadeus Basin, with modifications by Ranford, et.al., (1966),

and is summarized in Table 1.

- The area has been affected by two major orogenies - the

Upper Proterozoic to LowerCambrian Petermann Ranges Orogeny

(Forman, 1966) and the Devonian-Carboniferous Alice Springs Orogeny

(Forman, et.ai., 1966). Both orogenkes produced _folding and

faulting, with an approximately east-west trend (see Fig.5).

However, the older orogeny had little effect on the Illamurta Spring

area and most of the folding here resulted from_the younger orogeny.

In many areas the..style of-the folds-(characterized by broad

Synclines and sharp anticlines) is controlled by.difiiharmonic folding

in the Bitter Springs,Formation which is known--t contain salt at

depth; diapiric structures are also common in some areas.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLAMURTA STRUCTURE

Strati graphy _

The stratigraphy of the Illamurta Structure is summarized .

in Table 1.. There are apprcocimately 20,000.feet of-Amadeus Basin

sediments ranging-in.age from Upper_Proterozoic to Upper Palaeozoic

involved in the-structure. Thin superficial deposits of Tertiary

and Quaternary sediments are present in some areas (Fig.2). It

is immediately apparent on examining the air photograph (Piga) of

the structure that .there is...a considerable stratigraphic hiatus as

the Illamurta Springs area is approached from either east or west.

This thinning is confirmed by field work and involves many units,

including all formations of the Pertaborrta and Larapinta Groups,

the lower unit of the Mereenie Sandstone (Pzm(1)), the siltstone
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unit of the Pertnjara Formation (Pzp(a)), and possibly the -

Péitatataka Formation (Pup). In a distance of la miles about

10,000 feet. of section is lost.. There is no detectable thinning

of the upper part of the Mereenie ..Sandstone (Pzm(2)) or the

sandstone unit of the-Pertnjara Sandstone.(Pzp(5).).^The thinning-

out of formations is particularly well developed on the western

flank of. the structure (Fig.2). On. traversing, ^west to east
it is found that thesiltier_units of' the Pertnjata Formation

(PZp(a),.theMereenie:Sandstone..(Pzim(1)), and the Stokes FOrmation

(0t), are the first units.to disappear l and all three units

disappear at approximately the same position. _Further east the

Stairway Sandstone (Os) the Horn.Valley-Siltstone (Oh), the

Pacoota Sandstone (Op)-.arid. perhaps els& the Pertaoorrta Group

sediments (Gp t _Cl and-q) and the Teatatataka Formation (Pup)

. (though_this is difficult to establish because of...the faulting)

also disappear beneath the Mereenie Sandstone.(Pzm(2)).. On the

east side of the .Illamurta Structure the forthations reappear in

much the same order as they disappeared.

Structure 

_ The.Illamurta.Structure.has.a predominantly east-west trend.

It is about 25 miles long and five miles wide and is severely folded

and faulted.

The actual field data is given in Fig.2 and from this it is

possible to construct a map_of the.'Ysolicr geology (i.e. contacts

beneath the superficial Tertiary. and Quaternary are interpolated

-_Fig.3).. The western_half of the Illamurta Structure consists

of a sharp anticline with. an overturned northern flank;. this

overturned, limb has been subsequently displaced by a fault or high

angle thrust (see cross-section^The western end of

this structure, where the Cambrian Quandong Conglomerate overlies

the Areyonga FormAtion-to.give an "anchor-like" form.to the outcrop,

is somewhat problematical.-^the.field the junction.appears to
be unconfOrmable although-the contact is. not actually visible.

However, the .form , of the outcrop strongly-suggests by analogy

with the Mount Burrell Anticline in the eastern part of the Amadeus
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Basin (Wells, et -41.4 1967), that the contact should equally well

be a folded fault plahe. In this same area it is also apparent

that the Chandler Limestone is a:highly incompetent unit, probably

due to salt which_though notexposed.at the surface is known to

be present subsurface in other-areas.

. The-structure of the-area-east of Illamurta Spring is somewhat

less.complicated and. a normal_stratigraphic sequence from Areyonga

Formation_to.Pertnjara.Formation dips-to the north. Here, an

easterly , plunging..anticline. is terminated- -by a north-south normal

fault. In this_same_area.there_isa marked change. in profile

shape down the-axial plane.. .A fault shown - south-east.of.Illamurta

Spring- separating Upper. Proterozoic Areyonga Formation from Cambrian

Pertaoorrta Group.(Fig.3).is-rather speculative and- it is possible

to also-explain-the:.outcrop arrangement by. an uncOnformity between the

Areyonga Formation and the Pertaoorrta.Croup.

At Illathurta Spring-itself the rocks are strongly-disturbed with '

' for-instance, gently.dipping.Upper Proterozoic Areyonga.Formation

thrust. over,vertically- dipping Palaeozoic.Mereenie Sandstone (see

crose-section:Z,H,^ It is here that the south-dipping east-

west fault (thrubt) , ds.itself'intersected by a north-north-east

trending fault' whichcuts through the core of the Illamarta Structure.

_THE _DEVELOPMENT OF THE ILLAMURTA _STRUCTURE

The most iMportant-problem_in the:Illamurta Structure is

whether the disappearance of rock units-can be attributed to strati-

graphic or structural thinning. Probably the most likely reason for

stratigraphic - thinning occurring over such a.restricted area and at

various times throughout the Upper Proterozoic and Palaeozoic is that

the area was subject to anticlinal_or diapiric growth during

sedimentation. There is also..considerable folding, and faulting

which probably influenced the growth of the structure. Fault_

movements-may have "triggered-off"-and-terminated-the growth of

the Illamurta Structure. Numerous examples of diapiric structures

and salt anticlines with Bitter Springs Formation in the core are

known from other parts of the Amadeus Basin. In particular the
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Goyder Pass Diapir.(McNauelton et.al..,..1.966) on the northern margin

of the-Amadeus Basin f -has-a-form remarkably-like-that of the Illamurta

. Structure-and-this has.. undoubted Bitter Springs Formation in the core.

McNaughton et.al. .(1966) postulate a ”trapdoor" type diapiric structure

with the lifting, of a lid_of , sedimente-aboUt.a binge-line. The

present writer considers -that the structure can be explained by more

conventional cross-sections,across_a faulted and folded diapir as in

Fig.3. . By analogy with Goyder-Pass and because tg its salt and

dolomite content the Bitter Springs Dolomite-is/most likely cause of

diapirism_in.the Illamurta Structure,.. This is supported by the depth

to magnetic.basement.below the structure., which is estimated from

aeromagnetic work (Young & Shelley,,1966, unpubl.)to be.approximately

18,000 feet f whereas the-maximum possible thickness- of sediments in

a normal, undisturbed succession v below the Areyonga. Formation (which

la exposed in the core . ofthestructureOis-about_5,000 feet.^The

extra 13,000 feet of section can be.. ^4ther.by the basement
being non-magnetic_(unlikely in-view of. what is known of the basement

in other parts of: the Amadeus Basin), or more likely',-by-thickening

due to incompetent folding of the Bitter Springs Formation in the core

of a diapir or anticline.- -

The simple picture of the structure developing entirely because

• of diapiric growth. of Bitter Springs Formation v is—however not

entirely compatible with the.geophysical.picture, for it does not

correspond to. a negative .bouguer anomaly. _It_is. possible. that any

anomaly is.obscured.by the-strong regional. gravity gradient. The

structure does however correspond to a .very definite basement high

.which strongly. suggest that basement was involved .in the development

of Illamurta Structure as well as the Bitter Springs Formation.

Fig.4 attempts to dhow-qualitatively the development of the

Illamurta Structure. The section: shown is an east-west section

acroes the structure so that the final (post Alice Springs Orogeny)

section corresponds to.section G(41 of Fig.3. It is postulated

that throughout the development of the. structure, movement in the

basement has played an important role in initiating and possibly

continually modifying the movement of the Bitter Springs Formation.



Initially. the structure was probably a symmetrical anticline with a

core of Bitter_ Springs Formation. By Mereenie Sandstone times the

structure had-become somewhat assymmetrical perhaps due to

epeirogenic movements which occurred prior to Upper Mereenie Sandstone

(Pzm(2))sedimentation. The assymmetry of the--structure was

accentuated during_the Alice‘Springs Orogeny and in addition the

east flank of the structure vas thrust over the west flank. There

was also some normal-faulting-at this time. The severe movement of

the Alice Springs Orogeny finally terminated the growth of the

structure. -^-^-

It is apparent from Figs.2 or-3, that the silty formations

thin out more rapidly than the sandy formations. The reason for this

may be that the-rate. of growth of the structure varied. Alternatively,

during silt sedimentation, the rate of deposition was probably fairly

slow so that the growth of the structure easily kept pace with

sedimentation. .However, during for instance Mereenie Sandstone (Pzm(2))

• times, the thick-sequence of strongly cross-bedded orthoquartzites

was probably deposited relatively rapidly, so that growth was now no

longer-able to keep pace with the rate• of sedimentation. Con-

sequently there was little or no thinning of the Mereenie Sandstone

over the Illamurta Structure. 1111st it is possible to rationalise

most of the features-of the Illamurta Structure to fit in with a

diapiric origin ., the possibility that gravitational sliding tectonics

(de Sitter, 1956) may have also played an:important part should not

be ignored. The change in profile shape down the axial plane

mentioned previously,-is regarded by Cummings & Shackleton (1955) as

a characteristic feature of structures involved in gravity Sliding.

There are many'cases known of the thinning of rock units by "shearing-

out" during gravity. sliding. In particular van der Fliert (1953)

has described a case of- gravitational- sliding on the flanks of the

Djebel Friktia:diapir af. eastern Algeria along gliding planes

lubricated by plastiashales,... It-is possible that the shales for

instance of the Pertnjara Formation and the Stokes Formation may

have acted in a similar fashion. If this had happened in the Illamurta

Structure it would probably be impossible to detect as there would be

no indications such as a mylonite on the slip plane.
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Therefore whilst it is_suspected_that.the Illamurtai Structure is diapiric

in character, it is possible that gravity sliding on the flanks of the

rising diapir may have played .a major part in the thinning of some

formations. The silt stone intervals in-particular show significantly

greater thinning than the sandstone units, perhaps due to their more

plastic character rather than the differential rate of growth or the

slower rate of sedimentation as was suggested earlier.

REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

Amadeus Basin-_-

In addition-to the-Goyder-Pass-DiaPir (McNaughton et.al., 1966)

which,has .been previously , mentionedl .the writer also recognises two

further structures of the Illamurtalype, in the central part of the

Amadeus Basin (see Ranford.et.el., 1960._ These are here. informally

referred to as the Gardiner Range "pinch-out" and the Seymour Range

"pinch-out"— These four-structures lie on an approkimately north-north-

west trending belt with cuts across the trend of.- most of the major visible

structures in .the area-(Fig.5). Though somewhat More problematical in

origin, and rather.different :in: form, the.Gosees Bluff cryptO-explosion

structure (Crook and Cook, 1966), is almost certainly situated on the same

broad trend.

Regional magnetic work by:YoUng-and Shelley (1965) has shown that

with the exception .of_the-Goyder Pass Diapirjwhich - is probably too close

to the Arunta.Block_fOr.a_small local.aeromagnetic anomaly to be apparent)

the-Illamurta-type structures are_located on-basement highs •(see Fig.6).

At all these highs.thereis thinning of_individual units. _HoiTever, as

mentioned .earlier for-the IlIamurta-Structure v thefthicknese of the

underlying sedimentary pile, is-greater than would be the case in the normal

stratigraphic-sequence, again:probably due to the incompetent, folding of the

Bitter SpringsFormation.. The bouguer anomaly map. fails to show any clear

correlation between gravity anomalies and the Illamurta type Of structure

(Fig.7). It is considered that this. is largely due to. the steep regional

gravity gradient and the strong, east-west trends produced by the Alice Springs

Orogeny. which cut_acrossthe older Illamurta trend. There is however strong

evidence for.suggesting.that the 130 mile long belt running across the Amadeus

Basin was probably active-throughout the history of .the basin, and during at

least part of this time constituted a topographic high. It may have
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inflUenced palaeocurrent direction. In the Stairway Sandstone the

 Telaeocurrent direction'is from the east or south-east except

fOr.an:eldngate-area jUst_to the west ,oVand4parallel -to the Illamurta

structural zóhe. _Here_the ipAlaeocurrents flow north-south (see

'palaeocurrent maphin Cook, 1967). Miring the Cambrian Pertaoorrta

'GrOUp times the Illamurta structural zone strongly influenced the 't

'distribution of lithologies,.--forming the western limit of carbonate

sedimentation. This is best-seen in_the_Zeymour Range where a wholly

sandstone.sequende . of.the_Cambrian Pertaoorrta Group grades very rapidly

(over a lateral distance -. of only a few hundred yards) into a wholly
-darbonate-shale . sequence._ .This transition-does not take place exactly

at the Seymour.. Bange '!pinch-Out" but it-OodUrs only-6 miles to the east

of it. . It may well be_that_the_summit'! of*the.structure migrated

west (as is shown in Fig.4)-throughout-the Palaeozoic. In the same

way the Pertaciorrta-Group shows a marked thinning along the zone with

a very noticeable kinking of -the isopachs along its length (see

isopadhous map for the Pertaoorrta Group, Raiford, 1967).

Australia--

'The zone on which the Illamurta Structure lies can.be followed

south:into the St.VincentsAulf_area_and north-west into_ . the.Fitzroy

Basin. . The-name-Fitzroy-Spencer Gulf.-Fracture Zone is suggested for

the feature. It .will_just be referred to-as the. Fracture :Zone from heredn.

The existence of an:_extension:of the Illamurta strdctural zone was first

suggested to the writer by-lr.G.Nsumanrr(pert.comm.) of the Geophysical

Brandh of the Bureau of- Mineral Resources... He - pointed.out.that the

Illamurtaetructural_zone-forms a..1!gap" (i.e.-a. negative anomaly) between

the,AngasDowns Gravity_Ridge,(Lonsdale & Flavelle,.1963,_unpubl.), and

the_Rodinga Gravity Ridge: (Fig.8)._ _There is a similar gravity low.

separating.the_Alberga_Gravity High-from the:McDills_Gravity_Platform.

The two grAvity'troughs -thnugh separated_by-the Ayers_Rock.Gravity -Depression

nevertheless are in:line(Fig.8). Neumann (pers.cOmm.) has further pointed,
out that this gravity trough -extends to the south-east forming a large

gravity ZepresSion in the western half of the Dalhousie sheet area and a

further trough near the north-west coiner of Lake Eyre. Therefore
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the extension of the_Illamurta.structural zone can be followed for at
least 400 miles along,thajlenbury-Lake Eyre Gravity Trough in spite
of the disruption of the- z one by younger basins.

By recourse to geology it is possible to suggest a further extension
of the FractureZone-south along a broad zone of diapiric - activity.:

The most northerly diapir,described by Coats (1965) is the
Witchelina Diapir.which-is situated near the south-east corner of Lake
Eyre. The most southerly one, the Wirreanda Diapir lies about 170 miles
to the south, filar:the head of Spencer Gulf. Within - this 170 miles
Coats (1965) has recognized.26 separatediapiric structures. Whilst the
structures are:diaPiric in that they have broken through the overlying
strata the cores.of.the-structures are composed- of ^Callanna
Beds and there.is no'salt:.evident although Webb (1961) has suggested

that it may be present sub-surface. - Blocks of crystalline basement and
basic volcanics . are fairly common-. .Whilst diapirixm.is the accepted
origin'fortheTlinders 'Range-structures-at the present time, the
possibility that some-are in fact orypto-explosion structures (perhaps
formed in.a-similar manner to.the Gosses. Bluff crypto-explosion structure)
should not be ignored.- Illatever their origin,, they are however yet
another expression of the FractilreZone.-

The Fracture-Zone.then-continuee south through the complex structural
zone in the St:Vincents_Gulf-Spencer.Gulf area, referred to by Fairbridge
(1950):as the Great-Sbatter-Belt. .South of -Spencer Gulf the -Fracture Zone
finally disappears_below. the. southern Indian Ocean^.North and north-West
of the Amadeus Basin, -therels little- geophysical or geological data
available on which-to base any continuation of--the Fracture Zone. .Geological
photo-interpretation of the Ngalia_Basin.by Rivereau (1965, unPubl.), does
suggest some north-trending structures in the region where-the Fracture .
Zone would be expected,to cut across the east-west trending Ngalia Basin.
Further to the north-west in the. Lucas Sheet area and then in the Fitzroy
Basin gravity, information suggests a gravity trough similar to that south
of the Amadeus and also affected by younger trends-at right angles to
the older gravity trough. The geological expression of the Fracture Zone
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are even more obvious and significant. The north-west trending Fenton
Fault (Guppy et .al. f 1958) is part of the Fracture Zone. The Frome Rocks
Diapir also lies within the same. north-west trend, as do the leucite -
lamproite plugs of the Fitzroy Basin, Significantly, Prider (1960)
describes the lamproite plugs as ”occupying diatremeth" .(gas drilled pipes)
and also' consider-the structure at *aunt Abbott to be a cryptO-vOlcanic
structure. Therefore it appears from the geophysical and geological
'iniCim•- iltion that the FraCture Zone continues 'north-west through the
Fitzroy Basin. - _The Fitzroy-;Spencer Gulf Tracture:Zone is therefore

. about .2 ,000 ..miles:. , iong and from 30 to 100 .miles plus wide. For much
of its length it follows--the boundary originally suggested by Fairbridge
(1950)1 between .!.ToAustralia'l and 7alaeol•Australia". The Fitzroy-Spencer
Gulf FractUre ZOne is undoubtedly & very ancient feature dating back t o
the Proterozoic. It was also_a :very '!strong" tectonic zone for in spite
of, many -Proterozoic :and Paliteoiolo. strUcturartrends mating across , it
was nevertheless ablel to_retain its :identity along mist of its length.
The Fracture Zone was. also active,over a very considerable period of
time "ran.ging from Proterozoic (the Flinders Range diapirs) to Tertiary
(the Fitzroy Basin lamproites).

:The Fracture Zone may have had .a graben-like-form in some area
• (e.g. Spericers - Gulf) - but in other areas it may have been. More hOrst-like_

(e.g.. across theAmadeus-Basin); In many Ways: it bears a marked similarity
-to the Rhine Graben which is..not_ in fact a simple graben 'and. stretches -
from. ^to Southern-:-Norway - a distance of about 1,500 miles.
Along its _length the'Rhine Graben . has the same association of diapiric
structures s crypto-;volcanic (explosion) .structures and volcaniO plugs
which are also found in the Fitzroy-Spencers Gulf Fracture Zone;

1) The Illamuità Structure is a complex diapiric structure which involves
both '.the Bitter-SPrings Formation and crystalline basement in the
movement. The thinning out of formations may be due to either thinning
over a diapir or gravity sliding on the flanks of the uprising diapir,
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or possibly both.

2) Three other structures of the Illamurta type lie on a broad structural

zone which runs north-north-west across the Amadeus Basin,

3) The Gospes Bluff crypto-explosion structure lies on the same broad

structural zone and is probably a function of the same tectonic

processes_which produced the Illamurta Structure and other similar

structures.

4) The structuralaone which crosses the Amadeus Basin profoundly affected

sedimentation at.times.

5) The structural zone_crossing the. Amadeus Basin can be extended across

.the-Australian continent. .ItAs given the name of the Fitzroy-

Spencers Gulf Fracture Zone......

6) The FitzroySpencers Gulf Fracture Zone is characterized by negative

bougueranomalies in many areas. Dispirio structures, crypto-volcanic

,(and crypto-explosion).strUctures and volcanic plugs (diatremes) are

also.s-featura of . it.

7) The-Fitzroy-,SpenceraTulf Fracture Zone may be compared with the Rhine

.Graben in'eitent, in:structutalstyle, and in the presence of diapirs

and volcanic plugs.
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